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This zine examines the frequent overlap between punk culture
and animal rights1 activism/vegan consumption habits. It is argued
that this relationship is most strongly and consistently expressed,
and most sensibly understood, in connection with anarchism.

Examining this relationship is important in several ways. Firstly,
it is under-researched and overlooked – as environmental journal-
ist Will Potter argues, given the importance that punk plays in the
political development of individual activists, it is surprising that
‘there is a shortage of research into punk’s impact on animal rights
and environmental activism.’2 This zine, which brings together ma-
terial from numerous bands, zines, patches, leaflets, and newly re-
searched interviewmaterial, addresses this absence by considering
the relationship between animal rights/veganism and punk. Sec-
ondly, the themes raised in this zine resonate far beyond the punk
scenes from which material is collected: diversity and difference
within activist communities, how these differences are managed
(even ‘policed’), the prioritisation of certain forms of activism over
others, and the role of culture are all issues which cut right to the
heart of contemporary activist and community organising.Thirdly,
the topic is of personal importance to the authors, both of whom
are writing the zine from the impetus of their own life experiences.

In the first part of the zine the ways in which punk culture
and veganism/animal rights coincide will be laid out, to stress
the connection’s existence and to explore the different ways in
which this connection is expressed. Next, the theme of politicisa-
tion will be raised, examining the link between people’s exposure
to animal rights/veganism through punk, and the adoption of ve-
gan consumption habits or involvement in animal rights activism.

1 It is recognised that the term ‘rights’ often sits at odds with anarchist
engagements with animal advocacy/activism, which favour terms such as ‘animal
liberation.’ ‘Animal rights’ is employed here as a catch-all term, and to reflect its
common usage in the activist and punk movements themselves.

2 W. Potter, Green Is The New Red: An Insider’s Account of a Social Movement
Under Siege (San Francisco: City Lights, 2011), pp. 100-102.
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Thirdly, the tension between individual choice and subcultural ex-
pectation will be explored, followed by an examination of the sup-
posed dichotomy between consumption and activist politics in ani-
mal rights.The zine will conclude by examining how anarchist per-
spectives cut across and inform these debates in an intersectional
manner.3

This zine is concerned with the contemporary UK punk scene,
so new primary information collected from interviews by both au-
thors forms the main basis for analysis. Grounded theory informs
the interview method, and is a fruitful approach for anarchist-
associated themes in general for several reasons. Interviewees, and
the data they offer, are given primacy over imposed theoretical ab-
stractions, ‘it means openness, a willingness to listen and to “give
voice” to respondents…’4 and ‘the need to get out into the field
to discover what is really going on…’5 Grounded theory also ac-
knowledges that ‘[t]he touchstone of one’s own experience might
be a more valuable indicator of a potentially successful research en-
deavour than another more abstract source’6 which is important
for two authors writing this zine from the impetus of their own
life experiences. The immersion in the data that this suggests is
also upheld in grounded theory as a useful research position: ‘by
the end of inquiry, the researcher is shaped by the data, just as the
data are shaped by the researcher. (This does not imply that the
researcher has “gone native”; rather, he or she is sensitive to the
issues and problems of the persons or places being investigated.)’7

3 See J. Rogue and A. Volcano’s deployment of ‘anarchist intersectionality,’
and their critique of liberal understandings of this term. See ‘Insurrection at the
Intersection,’ inQuiet Rumours: An Anarcha-Feminist Reader, 3rd edn. (Edinburgh:
AK Press, 2012), pp. 43-46.

4 A. Strauss and J. Corbin, Basics ofQualitative Research. Techniques and Pro-
cedures for Developing Grounded Theory, (London: Sage Publications, Inc., 1998),
p. 43.

5 Ibid., p. 9.
6 Ibid., p. 38.
7 Ibid., p. 42.
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This approach, then, mitigates against the foisting of ideological
preconceptions onto a research topic, or the warping and misrepre-
sentation of interviewees’ testimony to suit particular biases, while
valuing the critical analyses generated from immersed and insider
perspectives. The research also draws on the principles of Criti-
cal Animal Studies (CAS) which promotes collaborative work that
rejects ‘pseudo-objective academic analysis’ and instead aims to
produce work that links theory to practice and the university to
the community, whilst advancing a ‘holistic understanding of the
commonality of oppressions’ and championing a politics of total
liberation.8 This commitment to avoid exploitation of interviewees
and an emphasis on bottom-up theory construction makes this ap-
proach highly compatible with an anarchist studies position. Most
of the names of interview respondents have been changed to pro-
tect anonymity, and the interviewees have been extended a pre-
publication opportunity to veto or amend any of the comments
attributed to them. This ensures that respondents feel fairly repre-
sented, helps to prevent any basic errors, and is also important from
a basic respect for individual privacy, particularly because of the
sensitive nature of some of the activism discussed, and the back-
ground of harsh repression meted-out against the animal rights
movement over recent years. All the interviews were carried out
in the UK from August 2013 to January 2014.

Animal rights and veganism in punk

UK hardcore and animal rights went hand-in-hand.9

Interview respondent George.10

8 A. J. Nocella II, J. Sorenson, K. Socha, A. Matsuoka (eds.), Defining Critical
Animal Studies: An Intersectional Social Justice Approach for Liberation (New York:
Peter Lang, 2004).

9 Interview conducted 24/11/2013.
10 George grew up in/around the Liverpool punk scene in the 1980s, and now
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Punk and veganism/animal rights are undoubtedly connected.
This is expressed through the lyrics and imagery of punk bands,
the editorial and interview content of zines, numerous benefit gigs
and record releases for animal activist causes, and in the overlap be-
tween punk and veganism in cafés, social centres, Food Not Bombs
chapters, and hunt saboteur (hunt sab) groups. This is not to say
that all punks are vegan, or that all vegans are punks – but the
prevalence of this connection cannot be ignored and is particularly
striking when considered in conjunction with anarchist and inter-
sectional politics.

Literature dealing with punk pays scant attention to vegan/ani-
mal rights issues in general. The majority of books written about
punk follow very narrow, singular narratives which consider punk
as a brief moment of the late 1970s, and even within that time pe-
riod only focus on commercially successful bands. There is some
truth in a view of early punk as a rhetorically anti-hippie, leather
jacket wearing scene, but such a focus ignores the emergence of
animal rights in punk, which Alastair Gordon identifies:

…on the Stations of The Crass record [1979] with the track ‘Time
Out’ where comparisons are made to human and animal flesh. An-
imal rights became a central ethical theme over the next decade….
there were numerous anarcho records voicing animal rights issues
such as the promotion of vegetarianism, anti hunting and anti vivi-
section themes.11

The anarcho-punk12 scene held animal rights as a central theme,
so those accounts of punk that get beyond 1979 do frequently men-

resides in Manchester where he is editor of a widely read zine.
11 A. Gordon,‘The Authentic Punk: An Ethnography of DiY Music Ethics,’

PhD thesis (Loughborough University), January 2005, p. 112 (footnote 31). He lists
examples as ‘Flux of Pink Indians (1981)Neu Smell ep and the track ‘Sick Butchers’.
Conflict (1982) It’s Time To See Who’s Who, (1983) To a Nation of Animal Lovers;
Amebix, (1983) No Sanctuary ep. Subhumans (1983) Evolution ep; Antisect (1983)
In Darkness, There Is No Choice, in particular the track ‘Tortured and Abused’.

12 Note well that veganism and animal rights are important themes beyond
the anarcho-punk sub-genre. This zine touches upon punk-associated genres
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ally, I mean given the state the world’s in, right, people can come
together and agree that the way they’re organised is to do certain
things. And if people want to do stuff that is also more about hunt
sabbing, or more about some sort of vegan or vegetarian activism,
or not, they can do that outside the framework of that type of or-
ganisation. And they should not be berated or made to feel like
idiots over it, at all. Uh, and I think that the whole lifestyle/class
debate does that, and I think it’s fucking ridiculous.127

There is, then, a deep and strongly expressed connection be-
tween animal rights/veganism and punk culture. This relationship
is best understood in conjunction with anarchism and an intersec-
tional opposition to all forms of domination. As Canadian anarchist
punk band Propagandhi convey in the song that gives this zine its
title: ‘I have recognised one form of oppression; now I recognise
the rest.’128 The complications and tensions discussed here ensure
that these issues will continue to be debated and discussed within
punk scenes (the more the better!). It is hoped that this analysis can
be a useful contribution to those debates, as well as introducing out-
siders to this important subject area, and indeed, to the importance
of veganism and animal rights more widely.

Life’s too short to make others’ shorter.
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tion veganism and animal rights, but even here it is often as a brief
mention within a list of other political engagements. The blurb
to Roy Wallace’s The Day the Country Died documentary is typ-
ical: ‘Many anarcho-punks are supporters of issues such as ani-
mal rights, feminism, the anti-warmovement, the antiglobalization
movement, and many other social movements.’13 Likewise, Mike
Dines’ thesis discusses a ‘“punk rock” resistance that accompanied
the expansion of protest into areas such as animal rights, feminism
and environmental issues,’14 and Tolga Güldallı writes of punk’s
‘anti-fascist, anti-capitalist, anti-militarist, anti-authoritarian, anti-
sexist, anti-homophobic, deeply ecological, pro-animal rights “ide-
ology.”’15 This understanding of veganism and animal rights in con-
junction with other radical politics is valid and useful. However, it
is worthwhile to examine punk’s adoption of veganism and animal
rights positions in isolation as well – especially because, for many,
animal rights is an issue of prime concern. Interview respondent
Ryan, who has been involved in the Belfast anarchist and punk
scenes since the early 1980s, recognises that ‘animal rights was al-
ways a very very key type of thing. But it was one of the things

from ska, to skate-punk, to grindcore (many of which also have a strong connec-
tion to anarchist politics as well – anarcho-punk doesn’t have a monopoly on that
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13 Roy Wallace (dir.), The Day the Country Died - A History of Anar-
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that, for me, it became almost too exclusive… it came at the top of
all the people’s chains.’16

When Last Hours zine attempted to compile a ‘Punk Rock Cen-
sus’ in 2006 they found that 54.6 percent of respondents were ei-
ther vegan or vegetarian, compared with less than 3 percent of
the general population.17 That the survey even asked about dietary
practice reveals that some connection is presumed, and the high
number of respondents who did not eat meat further demonstrates
the connection.18 The musical and artistic output of bands adds
more weight to the evidence of the connection between punk and
animal rights. There are far too many examples to cover exhaus-
tively here, but a few selections will serve to illustrate some typ-
ical approaches.19 Among the numerous anarcho-punk bands to
embrace animal rights and veganism in the 1980s, Conflict stood
as a totem. To supplement their lyrical exhortations they projected
video footage, obtained by the band themselves by infiltrating abat-
toirs,20 onto screens behind the stage as they performed. They also
exalted the animal liberation activist movements of the 1980s. As
Mike Dines writes:

16 Interview conducted 08/10/2013 (emphasis added).
17 Last Hours, #13, Summer 2006, ‘punk rock census’ received 306 replies.

This census obviously carries substantial limitations, but the figures presented by
Last Hoursmassively exceed the figures for vegetarians and vegans in the general
public. ‘2% of both adults and children reported that they were vegetarian’ and
‘[l]ess than 1% reported following a vegan diet’ according to the 2012 Department
of Health and Food Standards Agency (FSA) - National Diet and Nutrition Sur-
vey, available on https://www.vegsoc.org/sslpage.aspx?pid=753 [accessed 11th
August 2014].

18 One should not presume that the relationship is static; one interviewee
believes that ‘veganism holds less sway now in the punk scene [than in the mid-
2000s]… the punk pizza party actually usually involves cheese and ham’.

19 The selections here are necessarily biased by personal taste.
20 Colin Jerwood’s vegetarianism was prompted while doing some

painting work in an abattoir. They later obtained video footage by
posing as college students doing research. http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_x7WKRS162g&search=colin%20jerwood [accessed 29th July 2014].
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as a consumer activity whilst others believe that ‘anarchism is a life
without structure or authority, therefore my diet follows neither
of these’ or that an emphasis on a seemingly restrictive diet makes
it difficult to organise with community groups outside of the an-
archist movement.124 Some anarchists reject the concept of ‘rights’
whilst others deny that non-human animals are suitable candidates
for liberation because they can less clearly engage in their own lib-
eration struggle.125 Interview respondent Adam, who was exposed
to anarchism in the late 1980s Belfast punk scene, is now involved
in anarcho-syndicalist activism, andwhowas vegetarian for a large
part of his life, now doesn’t consider animal rights as ‘necessarily
intrinsic to anarchist politics.’126 However, he is critical of the po-
larisation that often occurs in the anarchist movement over the ani-
mal rights issue. ‘In my experience the people that argue about this
are, on one side, people that only give a fuck about wee fluffy an-
imals, and don’t really care about exploitation of people… there’s
something about them that’s misanthropic. Uh, and on the other
extreme you have people who have come through that sorta thing,
who are fucking overly embarrassed about it, who think “aw, we
have to be so materialist about everything.”’ In Adam’s opinion
this lifestylist/workerist dichotomy is based on ‘stupid fucking ar-
guments.’

If you join an anarcho-syndicalist organisation, or an anarcho-
communist organisation for that matter, I don’t think there is any
contradiction in having a debate and putting forward some sort of
approach to agricultural industry and the way animals are treated
and the way they’re farmed and processed and all the rest of it… I
would like to think people would generally agree at that level… Re-

inburgh: AK Press, 1992), p. 13.
124 Anarchist Survey, [Viewed online, http://

www.anarchismdocumentary.net/survey/, last accessed 14/04/2014].
125 B. Franks, Rebel Alliances. The means and ends of contemporary British an-

archisms, (Edinburgh: AK Press, 2006), p. 119.
126 Interview conducted 28/08/2013.
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system y’know, which looks at everything as product,
including animals.119

Interview respondent Ryan.

As mentioned above, veganism and animal rights are generally
included among a list of other political engagements connected
to punk scenes. Megan echoes Ryan when she says ‘everything’s
kinda like interlocked, and these whole overarching systems of op-
pression, and they kind of intersect, and intersectionality’s great
as a theory.’120 This intersectional understanding is underpinned
by an anarchist political philosophy, and as repeatedly suggested
throughout the zine, it is from this understanding that the rela-
tionships between veganism/animal rights and punk culture make
sense. Jon Active recalls the practical implications of this struggle
against a wide range of oppressions. ‘It wasn’t just hunt sabbing…
there was going to the… nuclear bases, going to Upper Hayford,
and goin’ to Greenham Common… And of course the anti-fascist
stuff, and then there was the um… Public Order Act, whenever
that was… Those kind of demos, and then the… anti-McDonald’s
stuff.’121

However, the relationship between anarchism and animal ad-
vocacy fluctuates and there are anarchists who deny that animal
rights has anything to do with their politics. Although the Class
War Federation once believed that ‘animals are the lowest class
imaginable’ and ‘abolition of Class Slavery means freedom for all
animals,’122 a later pronouncement in their book Unfinished Busi-
ness states that they do ‘not think that music, drugs or fashion will
change the world. The Federation has no links with, or interest in,
the animal rights movement.’123 Some anarchists reject veganism

119 Interview conducted 08/10/2013.
120 Interview conducted 17/12/2013.
121 Interview conducted 19/09/2013.
122 Class War, unnumbered, undated, p. 4.
123 Class War Federation, Unfinished Business… the politics of Class War, (Ed-
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… much of [Conflict]’s material provides a ‘call to arms’ in the
fight against butchers, the police and government structures alike.
‘This is the A. L. F [Animal Liberation Front]’ a track on The Un-
governable Force (1986) particularly highlights such an idea. ‘What
does direct action mean?’ begins the track. ‘It means that we are
no longer prepared to sit back and allow terrible cruel things to
happen’, proclaiming ‘direct action in animal rights means caus-
ing economic damage to those who abuse and make profits from
exploitation’.21

Inner Terrestrials reiterate this connection between the animal
liberation movement and punk, with a lyrical eulogy for martyred
activist Barry Horne.22 Meatpacker, a grind band from the UK,
draws out the highly gendered nature of animal exploitation in
the song ‘Chick’,23 demonstrating a consciousness of eco-feminist
themes. An anti-speciesist philosophy informs Canadian band Pro-
pagandhi’s position. They address Rene Descartes’ assertion that
animals are merely organic automata24 in the title of the song ‘Nail-
ing Descartes to the Wall/(Liquid) Meat is still Murder.’25 Their po-
sition is typified in lines such as ‘…consider someone else: stop con-
suming animals,’26 and in the thrust of the song Human(e) Meat
(the Flensing of Sandor Katz). In this song Propaghandi singer

21 M. Dines, ‘An Investigation into the Emergence of the Anarcho-punk
Scene of the 1980s,’ PhD thesis (ARICAS, School of Media, Music & Performance,
University of Salford, Salford, UK) October 2004, pp. 232, 233.

22 Animal liberationist who died on hunger strike whilst serving an 18 year
sentence for his part in an arson campaign that targeted department stores. ‘Barry
Horne’ from the album X (2004).

23 Meatpacker, ‘Chick’, from the split 7” with Fetus Christ, (Samizdat
Records, 2014).

24 Descartes argued that a cat nailed to a wall and disembowelled would
scream, but only as an unthinking response, not a real expression of pain as a
human would experience it. P. A. B Clarke, A. Linzey, (eds.), Political Theory &
Animal Rights, (London: Pluto Press, 1990), pp. 14-17.

25 Less Talk, More Rock, 1996.
26 ‘Apparently, I’m A ”P.C. Fascist” (Because I Care About Both Human And

Non-Human Animals),’ Less Talk, More Rock, 1996.
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Chris Hanna turns the arguments for humane ritual slaughter of
non-human animals back on Katz27 himself, with cutting sarcastic
wit:

With gratitude and tenderness I seared every single hair from
his body. Gently placed his decapitated head in a stock pot, boiled
off his flesh and made a spreadable head cheese. Because I believe
that one can only relate with another living creature by completely
destroying it. I’m sure Sandor’s friends and family will appreciate
this.

Zines are another excellent organ through which punks ex-
press opinions and political ideas. Many of the sources referenced
throughout this zine are drawn from other zines, and many peo-
ple’s first in-depth discussion of animal rights is found within their
pages. In addition to the material cited in this zine, a brief survey
of some other UK-based zines reveals a variety of veganism/animal
rights content: Vegan recipes are common-place (inOneWay Ticket
To Cubesville #7,28 #8,29 #9,30 Meatraffle #1,31 and Ripping Thrash
#2632); interviews frequently focus on veganism/animal rights such
as interviews with Oi Polloi and Propagandhi in Back2Front #3,33
an interview with Isa Chanda Moskowitz in One Way Ticket To
Cubesville #15,34 and an interview with Peter Singer in Back2Front
#235; there are reviews of veganism/animal rights related gigs and

27 Katz describes himself as a ‘fermentation revivalist,’ which usually in-
volves salting and pickling vegetables, but also includes the ritualistic slaughter
as a method of connecting with animals. http://www.wildfermentation.com/who-
is-sandorkraut/ [accessed 15th April 2014]. Although, interestingly, Katz’s web-
site contains multiple links to vegetarian websites.

28 Undated, p. 17
29 Undated, p. 18
30 Undated, p. 20
31 Winter 2013, p. 16
32 Winter 2009, not paginated. Split issue with You can’t Say No To Hope #13.
33 2007, not paginated.
34 Undated, p. 20
35 Undated, p. 13
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ets. Some vegan activists, who have often emerged from the punk
scene, even consider that their actions do not amount to a political
activity. For instance, the Pogo Café was run ‘as a workers collec-
tivewhere everyone involved has a joint say’, the collective ‘started
as Emmaz… the origins are in the punk rock community, who
then joined with people from the animal rights community and
the group got bigger.’116 Despite this, some Pogo Café volunteers
believed that the collective ‘don’t really have any politics.’117 Sub-
versive Energy, a group influenced by Max Stirner, promote steal-
ing or ‘freeganism’ ‘in an attempt to subvert the consumer-product
relationship… [And] undermine the transfer of resources’ of the
capitalist system.118 Indeed, punks frequently engage in skipping
(known as dumpster diving in the US) to provide for mass catering
and Food Not Bombs initiatives. The fact that punks have so often
combined activism with their dietary practice disproves any claim
that they are merely engaged in consumerism. This link between
dietary habits and activism separates veganism in the punk scene
from the growing international trend. Another key difference is
the tendency of punks to combine veganism with a critique of cap-
italism and – most significantly – with an anarchist engagement.
Punk animal advocacy most readily and consistently emerges in
connection to anarchism.

Conclusion

This is only one issue, it’s a big issue, it’s an important
issue. But it’s a single issue or several issues, which all
have the same kind of cause, they all come from the
same kind of capitalist, patriarchal, church and state

116 Last Hours, #13, Summer 2006, Pogo Café interview, pp. 74-75.
117 Ibid.
118 Subversive Energy, Beyond Animal Liberation, (The Anarchist Library, re-

trieved on May 27th 2012), p. 5.
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opted.’111 Critics of vegan consumerism believe that it does not of-
fer a ‘critical assessment of social domination,’ that it only chal-
lenges one aspect of hierarchical domination whilst seemingly al-
lowing for ‘animal-free workhouses’ to continue, and that it adopts
the capitalist system’s way of conceptualising change – through
consumer power.112 Of course, this criticism implies that ethical
consumerism is not linked with a wider desire to change social in-
stitutions and challenge the economic system, which is not neces-
sarily the case. The punk commitment to providing vegan meals,
or sharing recipes, could be interpreted as vegan outreach in a
capitalist society, and by sharing food or working in conjunction
with Food Not Bombs punks can also work to subvert capitalist
economic practices.

Peter Gelderloos (who seems to believe that merely wanting to
eat adequately amounts to rampant consumerism) argues that ‘ev-
ery vegan… is actively supporting capitalism by participating in a
great smoke screen which hides the true nature of how the present
economic system actually functions.’113 Rather than providing an
insightful anarchist perspective, these criticisms of the ‘naïve ve-
gan novice out to change the world’ are often patronising and of-
fer no solutions to creating the better world their authors claim
to seek.114 Considered alongside the veganism of Bill Clinton, Bill
Gates, Jay-Z and Beyonce,115 punk veganism might be considered
as merely part of the rising global consumer trend for vegan di-

111 Ibid., (emphasis in original).
112 A Murder of Crows, Issue 2, March 2007, (The Anarchist Library, retrieved

on May 21, 2012), p. 74, p. 78, p. 80.
113 P. Gelderloos, Veganism: Why Not: An Anarchist Perspective, (2011, The

Anarchist Library, retrieved July 13, 2012), p. 4.
114 Ibid., p. 17.
115 V. Barford, ‘Rise of the part-time vegans’, BBC News Magazine, 11/02/2014,

[viewed online, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-25644903, last accessed 08/
04/14]. Beyonce was also reported to have entered a vegan restaurant wearing a
fur coat, demonstrating the depth of her engagement in animal rights, and indeed,
insensitivity to the movement generally.
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records such as Bald Cactus’36 review of a benefit CD for Seashep-
herd Conservation Society and Anarchoi’s37 review of a benefit gig
for Stop Huntington Animal Cruelty in Glasgow. Zines’ depth of
engagement with animal rights/veganism is best expressed in the
variety and scope of editorial and comment articles, for example:
Back2Front carries an extensive article titled ‘The Flesh Society’38
detailing the history and philosophy of animal rights, and another
titled ‘Liberate the Animal Rights Movement’39; One Way Ticket
To Cubesville discussed ‘Victorian Veganism,’40 ‘The Wartime Ve-
gan’41 (about veganism during WWII), and a feature on vegan hos-
pital food42; Meatraffle has an article about vegan t-shirts43; and
Bald Cactus has an article about Hunt Sabs,44 and one about the
involvement of martial arts in Hunts Sabs.45 So as well as vegan-
ism/animal rights being a frequent theme in punk zines, they also
cover a wide variety of associated issues, and involve an impressive
degree of nuanced analysis and critique.

Benefit gigs and record releases provide a poignantly material
connection between punk and animal rights. Here, the everyday
cultural production processes of punk are turned towards activist
causes. The 2013 North London punx picnic was a benefit for the
FRIEND animal sanctuary in Kent,46 and was organised by an ac-
tive animal liberationist and hunt saboteur. This individual had in
fact been recently incarcerated for his animal liberation activities
as part of SHAC (Stop Huntingdon Animal Cruelty). A benefit CD

36 #28 undated, p. 24
37 #25, Winter 2008, not paginated.
38 #3, 2007, not paginated.
39 #1, undated, p. 25.
40 #10, undated, p. 26.
41 #11, undated, p. 29.
42 By Steve Hyland in #15, undated, p. 23. ‘He wasn’t happy.’
43 #1, winter 2013, p. 12.
44 #30, undated, p. 13.
45 ‘Take No Shit,’ in #29, undated, p. 25.
46 http://www.friendsanimalrescue.org.uk/
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was released called Prisoners ofWar, and the songs included cover a
range of political themes, pointing again to the interconnectedness
of activist struggles associated with punk. One former punk rock
hunt sabber, Jon of Active Distribution, started a tape distribution
called ‘Lively Tapes’ which he ‘made… a benefit for the Swansea
hunt sabs.’47 In all these cases the role of the benefit is two-fold: as
a material fund-raiser for activist causes; and as propaganda and
information (and even as entertainment too).

Punk-engaged social centres are overwhelmingly vegan, and
also anarchist. Examples include the Warzone Centre in Belfast,
the Cowley Club in Brighton, the Sumac Centre in Nottingham,
the 1in12 Club in Bradford, Seomra Spraoi in Dublin, Kebele in
Bristol, etc. Interview respondent Liam, a current member of the
Warzone Collective in Belfast commented ‘we do operate a vegan
café, which obviously results in discussion and opportunities for
anyone who maybe wouldn’t have eaten anything vegan before to
come and eat it and realise it’s fucking nice [and] a lot better for
ye than the crap that people eat.’48

The connection between punk and animal rights is also recog-
nised by animal rights activists who are not punks. Simon, the cur-
rent chair of the Hunt Saboteurs Association, acknowledges that
‘there’s always been that push within the punk movement to sup-
port animal rights, and because the punk movement is by its very
nature anarchist – they push towards organisations like us and not
the more [mainstream] organising groups’. This connection per-
sists to the present, emerging at the end of the 1970s when there
were ‘anarchists coming out of the punk movement, so there’s al-
ways been that sort of angle within hunt sabs, because it doesn’t
involve any authority, it doesn’t involve anyone telling youwhat to
do, anybody can get out and do it.’49 Hunt sab groups and Food Not

47 Interview conducted 19/09/2013.
48 Interview conducted 06/10/2013.
49 Interview conducted 25/04/2014.
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In London, punks were involved in London Animal Action’s ve-
gan fayre, although perhaps this does not rule out the charge of
veganism being a mere consumer activity.107

Of course there are some punks who are simply not interested
in animal rights. Even at the Barry Horne Memorial Gig, put on to
honour the memory of the ALF hunger striker and to raise funds
for animal liberation magazine Arkangel and other animal rights
causes, some audience members ‘were there to see Conflict and
the Subhumans and probably got a big Mac after the gig.’108 This
perceived attitude has led some activists to question the sincerity
of the punk scene’s commitment to animal advocacy, dismissing
it as empty posturing at worst, and vegan consumerism at best.
Some members of South Coast hardcore punk band Pilger, whose
lyrics encouraged listeners to ‘think about what you eat,’ believed
that ‘what we buy and where we buy it shapes the world’ – they
commended the fact that there were no longer ‘animal fats in Mr.
Kipling’s cakes.’109 But taken in isolation, such an attitude amounts
to little more than supporting cruelty-free capitalism.

Ryan Gunderson believes the animal rights movement, and it
would seem this could apply to certain punk scenes, have allowed
themselves to be co-opted by cruelty-free capitalism, to the extent
that activists ‘consume their identities as pseudo-political achieve-
ment.’ Rather than questioning structures of society and making
links between varying forms of oppression, vegan consumers are
willing to accept the ‘chocolate laxative’ offered by capitalism.110
For Gunderson, individualist ethical consumerism is not just lim-
ited and ineffective, it also ‘halts social justice movements from pur-
suing radical means of altering society because they have been co-

107 Rancid News, #7, July/August 2004, p. 18.
108 Ibid., p. 18.
109 Artcore, #22, Spring 2005, Pilger interview, p. 11.
110 R. Gunderson, ‘From Cattle to Capital: Exchange Value, Animal Commod-

ification, and Barbarism’, Critical Sociology, 2011, 39:2, pp. 259-275, p. 269.
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produces ‘great practical examples of anarchy in action’ and surges
of political activity including involvement in anti-fascist action and
hunt sabotage.102 Anarchist punks often attended national animal
rights demonstrations, contributing significantly to the anarchist
presence.103

There are numerous examples of punks putting animal rights
theory into action. As well as promoting veganism/animal rights
within DIY shows, and writing proselytising animal rights lyrics,
members of punk bands regularly work with local animal rights
groups. Discussing the situation in the 1980s, interview respondent
George considers that ‘if punk was affiliated with anything politi-
cally, it was animal rights…TheAnimal Liberation Front were kind
of very active, and it was a time of… very little surveillance. So
you’d get grubby punks throwing bricks through… butcher-shop
windows and things like that, and punk was far more aligned to
that I think.’104 Kismet HC regularly ran ‘street stalls collecting
money for animal aid & petitions against fur trades, circuses, HLS
[Huntington Life Sciences],’ and Leeds hardcore band Indictor reg-
ularly protested outside Covance Laboratories in Harrogate and
Harvey Nichols, who sold fur, in Leeds.105 In Brighton, punks sup-
ported the Anarchist Teapot, which began life as a ‘string of squat-
ted cafes’ and soon turned into a vegan mobile kitchen for mass
catering at demonstrations. The Cowley Club, also in Brighton,
took inspiration from the social centres of the Spanish revolu-
tion, and work to provide a ‘community-focused space with re-
sources’106 and also hold veganism/animal rights as a key tenet.

Hardcore punk, straight edge, and radical politics, (Oakland: PM Press, 2010) tracks
some of the radical engagements of straight edge.

102 Ibid., p. 13.
103 Interview conducted 07/12/2013.
104 Interview conducted 24/11/2013.
105 Kismet HC interview, Ripping Thrash, #24/ A Network of Friends #3, pp. 6-

14; Indicator interview Bald Cactus, # 22, p. 16.
106 Interview conducted 17/12/2013.
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Bombs chapters are frequently populated by punks: at least three
of Gordon’s interview respondents were involved as a direct result
of being in a punk scene,50 and interview respondent Jon Active
remembered ‘it was, hunt sabbing during the day and then punk
rock at night.’ ‘We used to go hunt sabbing… and then we’d [find
out] “right, where’s the gig”… ‘cause the vanwas hired for 24 hours,
so we [would] go to a gig anywhere we could potentially drive to,
get to the gig, drive back that fuckin’ night, wow jesus, and then
take the van back the next morning.’51 Ryan, discussing the make-
up of political groups during the 1980s in Belfast, commented that
‘in terms of animal rights [it was] almost exclusively punks.’52 This
connection continues today, and even where personal involvement
in the punk scene has lessened, animal rights activism continues.
Tommy, who organises punk gigs in London and has been heavily
involved in the animal liberation movement, notes ‘in a group, an
animal rights group, you’re thinking “what kinda music are they
into?” And suddenly you’re talking to ‘em about Crass and… they
know all the old bands… so yeh, in the animal rights scene there
are a lot of so-called “ex-punks”.’53

There is, then, an undeniable connection between animal rights/
veganism and punk. As already intimated above, this relationship
is not straight-forward, so attention must be paid to the compli-
cations that are thrown-up, looking particularly at politicisation
through punk, the tensions between subcultural expectations and
individual choice, and the supposed dichotomy between activist
engagement and ‘mere’ consumption habits.

50 A. Gordon, ‘The Authentic Punk: An Ethnography of DiY Music Ethics,’
PhD thesis (Loughborough University), January 2005, p. 89.

51 Interview conducted 19/09/2013.
52 Interview conducted 08/10/2013.
53 Interview conducted 19/10/2013.
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Politicisation through punk

It’s just what you did, which sounds horrible and
trendy, but it’s true. You became punk, you found out
about animal rights and you quit meat.54

Interview respondent Phil Chokeword.

One of the key assertions here, and a main explanation of their
relationship, is that an exposure to punk culture encourages people
towards veganism/animal rights. Paul Gravett describes this con-
sciousness raising effect, going from growing up ‘in a right wing
Tory working class family’ to involvement in campaign groups
such as London Animal Action through ‘the influence of punk mu-
sic.’55 Isy Morgenmuffel, who was active in the Cowley Club, be-
lieves that ‘punk rock is a great entry point to lots of rebellious
ideas,’ but this does not mean that all ideas will be meaningfully
adopted by participants.56 For Phil Chokeword involvement in the
South Coast hardcore punk scene during the late 1990s coincided
with a time of ‘finding out about a lot of political issues for the first
time aswell as developing really strong ideas about DIY culture and
politics.’57 Many of these ideas were intertwinedwith anarchist pol-
itics, but it was through discussions with fellow punks, rather than
studying anarchist or animal rights literature, that Phil adopted a
vegetarian diet. Some bands, such as Austrian skacore group Anti-
maniax, enhance the political emphasis of their music by distribut-
ing animal rights literature and posters at their shows: ‘because
we want the kids to inform themselves… so they can make up their
mind and tell their friends.’58 Of course the process of politicisation

54 Interview conducted 19/01/2014.
55 Interview conducted 07/12/2013.
56 Interview conducted 17/12/2013.
57 Interview conducted 19/01/2014.
58 Gagged and Blindfolded & 12.05, (unnumbered, undated, c. 2005), Antima-

niax interview, pp. 19-20.
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I’m pretty much like live and let live, I’m not gona start going
up and [saying] ‘you fucking cunt, you’re eating meat.’ I’ve never
been like that. I’d have no fuckin’ friends if I did, y’know.99

One of Oisín’s bandmates eats meat, and he says ‘yeh I’ll wind
him up about it, but it’s nothing serious.’100 Even though both of
these interview respondents are vegan, and have both been vegetar-
ian since a very young age prior to their joining in the punk scene,
they don’t want to alienate people by preaching. This tension is
not easily resolved – and indeed, there is nothing to suggest that it
should be resolved. As well as this internal critical dialogue, there
are also criticisms levelled at punk’s engagement with veganism/
animal rights from outside the culture.

Consumption and Activism

Tied in with the accusation that veganism is a subcultural ex-
pectation is the question of whether some punks’ concern with an-
imal issues is ‘proper’ activism or ‘mere’ consumerism. Moreover,
when capitalist companies can happily produce vegan alternatives,
and big-brand celebrities willingly endorse a version of veganism,
it may be argued that this dietary habit is unconnected from any
political critique whatsoever.

Certainly, some anarchists involved in animal rights treat punks
with suspicion, viewing it as a secondary, ill-informed activism. Ur-
banmyths of inebriated punks eating ham sandwiches on hunt sabs
abound. One activist, who founded Re-Pressed anarchist distro, of-
ten saw ‘the punk scene being no use at all, just a load of pissed up
knackers… or over obsessive straight edge vegan fascists.’101 How-
ever, even with this qualification, it is difficult to deny that punk

99 Interview conducted 19/10/2013.
100 Interview conducted 19/10/2013.
101 Cargo Cult, #4, p. 13. The straight edge movement’s adoption of veganism

is often attributed to a morally puritan stance, rather than a political/ethical con-
sideration. However, G. Kuhn’s edited collection Sober Living for the Revolution.
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Ryan spoke about the serious implications this ‘policing’ attitude
could have:

People who were involved in the original anarcho-punk move-
ment will tell you it became so rigid with people who were think-
ing that you had to be vegan… there was like all these kinda rule-
books… from people that hadn’t read too much, or hadn’t really
looked at any details about… the bigger picture…. Anarcho-punk
bands were doing this as well… so they were getting this em, half-
baked anarchism from bandswho obviously didn’t knowwhat they
were talking about…. A lot of people will say that they left the
anarcho-punk scene because of this rigidity that kind of formed in
it.94

Gordon describes this focus as ‘a symbolic site for the politics of
cultural elitism,’95 and he quotes Jello Biafra in a MaximumRockn-
Roll interview in echo of Ryan’s point. ‘You take one step out of line
and they bite your head off. Young people who are curious about
the politics spend ten minutes with people like that and they de-
cide that they would rather be apathetic. This is what has turned a
lot of people off punk politics.’96 So by enforcing the scene’s vegan
norm, possibly from an urge to protect the scene’s identity or in
a ham-fisted97 attempt to encourage somebody to become vegan,
this ‘policing’ in fact pushes people away from scenes and commu-
nities where they might be exposed to useful ideas and cultures.
Conscious of this dynamic, interview respondent Megan tries to
‘live and let live’98 around vegan issues. Oisín, follows a similar
logic:

PhD thesis (Loughborough University), January 2005, p. 128.
94 Interview conducted 08/10/2013.
95 A. Gordon, ‘The Authentic Punk: An Ethnography of DiY Music Ethics,’

PhD thesis (Loughborough University), January 2005, p. 128.
96 Ibid., p. 270, quoting MaximumRocknRoll # 133, 1994.
97 No pun intended.
98 Interview conducted 17/12/2013.
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is by nomeans simple, and politicising effects can emerge from any
number of sources, mainstream as well as alternative. Paul, who be-
came an anarchist, ‘never actually read much by anarchists in the
early days. My main source of reading… was the New Musical Ex-
press.’59 Similarly, Roger Yates, who was active as a press officer
for the Animal Liberation Front (ALF) became interested in animal
rights in 1977 when he ‘saw an article in a music paper’ which fo-
cused on the anti-bloodsports movement.60 The music press was
particularly important for spreading alternative ideas; indeed DIY
zines, which habitually feature animal rights issues, remain a key
method by which punks can spread ideas from scene to scene. The
process of politicisation is further complicated because many ac-
tivists are already interested in animal rights, and other radical
politics, before they are attracted to punk. Isy, for instance, became
vegetarian partly inspired by The Smiths, but through her involve-
ment in leftist politics she came into contact with ‘anarchist vegans
who I felt affinity with. I ended up much less involved with ani-
mal rights and more with community organising’, and it was only
through this process that Isy became involved with DIY punk.61
Interview respondents Tommy, Megan, Oisín, and Sonia were all
also already vegetarian before becoming involved in punk. Tommy
describes the relationship between animal rights and punk in his
own politicisation as ‘a bit like a circle. I was already into animal
rights… and then I discovered these bands who were as well… like
a lot of other people it got me more involved into animal rights…
both fed off each other really with me, um both things been a big
part ofmy life.’62 Thosewho are already vegetarians or interested in
animal advocacy when they become involved in punk are encour-
aged to become vegan, get more active in direct action politics, and
feel a sense of cohesion within punk scenes that is lacking in main-

59 Interview conducted 07/12/2013.
60 Interview conducted 11/12/2013.
61 Interview conducted 17/12/2013.
62 Interview conducted 19/10/2013.
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stream society. The politicising relationship between veganism/an-
imal rights and punk, then, operates in both directions – suggesting
a very strong, if complicated, relationship.

Politicisation through punk typically involves an awareness of
animal liberation. Since the growth of anarcho-punk in the late
1970s and early 1980s, bands would often ‘include in their records
information and images of the horrors of animal use and abuse.’63
Gordon, in his study of the Leeds and Bradford DIY scenes, found
that one of the most ‘salient demonstrations of commitment’ to
the punk lifestyle was a vegetarian diet. Indeed, ‘the most striking
similarity… was that all of them were, or had at some time in their
subcultural careers, been either vegetarian or vegan.’64 But the poli-
tics of punk are not confined to animal issues, and as such punk has
acted as a site of discourse between anarchism and animal libera-
tion. Craig O’Hara suggests that the connection between punk and
vegan dietary habits relates to ‘wasted resources, health issues, and
the acceptance of a deeper or more human ecology.’65 The connec-
tion could also relate to an awareness of anarchist literature and
practice within punk. From the writings of Peter Kropotkin and
Élisée Reclus to the more recent polemics of Brian Dominick and
Bob Torres, strands of anarchism have always embraced a concern
for non-human animals.66 Interview respondent Liam said ‘person-

63 C. O’Hara,The Philosophy of Punk: MoreThan Noise! (Edinburgh: AK Press,
1999), p. 134.

64 A. Gordon, ‘The Authentic Punk: An Ethnography of DiY Music Ethics,’
PhD thesis (Loughborough University), January 2005, p. 89 (emphasis added).

65 Ibid., p. 132.
66 Many anarchists took Kropotkin’sMutual Aid as their starting point when

considering the relationship of humans to non-human animals and the natural
world. Certainly, Élisée Reclus, Brian Dominick and Bob Torres were all influ-
enced by Kropotkin. See: P. Kropotkin, Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution, (New
York, Black Rose Books, 1989); É. Reclus, On Vegetarianism, The Great Kinship of
Humans and Fauna, (Jura Media, 1992); B. A. Dominick, Animal Liberation and So-
cial Revolution: A Vegan Perspective on Anarchism or an Anarchist Perspective on
Veganism, (London: Active Distribution, 2008/ First edition 1995); B. Torres, Mak-
ing A Killing: The Political Economy of Animal Rights, (Edinburgh: AK Press, 2007).
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political ideologies and convince others of their correctness.’89 In-
evitably, in trying to attract new people to animals rights and ve-
ganism, it is essential to talk to non-vegans and people who are
not familiar with animal rights issues.This means welcoming them
into your scene in order to expose them to alternatives, and open
them up to the cultural norms practiced by punk scenes. As ‘best
practice’ this might achieved with calmly weighted discussion, sup-
port and encouragement (as suggested by safer spaces policies), but
is often played out as shunning, aggression, and even violence.90
‘Vegan police’ is a pejorative term for those individuals who ag-
gressively chastise others for not adhering to the scene norm of
veganism. ‘The ostensible purpose of [“calling someone out”] is to
raise consciousness among one’s fellow anarchists [or vegans] and
to encourage each other to stay committed to their shared political
project.’91 Jack identified this issue: ‘they would have like frowned
upon [mere] vegetarianism, right? Same as if you were like wear-
ing like leather boots and stuff, y’know?’92 Again, Gordon’s respon-
dent Mr C echoes these views:

… there has been a vegan police element which I’ve remembered.
I remember from the days doing hunt sabbing that people would be
like fucking going into people’s kitchens and looking in people’s
cupboards and going “what the fuck is this in your cupboard?”That
is just ridiculous like.93

89 L. Portwood-Stacer, Lifestyle Politics and Radical Activism, (New York/Lon-
don: Bloomsbury, 2013), p. 41. Portwood-Stacer also identifies a ‘propaganda by
the deed’ here, but this is a contentious identification.

90 For an anthropological discussion of sanctions in a non-state society see
H. Barclay, Culture and Anarchism, (London: Freedom Press, 1997), pp. 61-62. Bar-
clay identifies ‘religious sanctions’ which inspire obedience through metaphys-
ical fear, and also ‘diffuse sanctions’ which correlate strongly with the type of
scene policing discussed here.

91 L. Portwood-Stacer, Lifestyle Politics and Radical Activism, (New York/Lon-
don: Bloomsbury, 2013), p. 88.

92 Interview conducted 14/08/2013.
93 A. Gordon, ‘The Authentic Punk: An Ethnography of DiY Music Ethics,’
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the emphasis on conflict resolution and being ‘welcoming, engag-
ing and supportive’86 are key elements of a safer spaces policy that
punk scenes might take into consideration when thinking about
how to maintain a vegan norm, without resorting to alienating be-
haviour to police this. As the CrimethInc. ex-Workers Collective
puts it ‘a big YES! to do-it-yourself punk rock and all other expres-
sions of rebellion and independence, and a little no to subcultural
isolation and provincialism.’87 This dynamic is recognised by Gor-
don as well:

DiY [and vegan] purists have been accused of being inward-
looking, preaching to the converted and being subculturally elitist
with little chance of ever reaching to the broader body of people
whose support would make DiY a significant political tool of em-
powerment.The purists in turn accuse those who defect of intellec-
tual slack-mindedness, political populism and ethical bankruptcy.
The dilemmas strike deep.88

This insular, or ghettoised, perspective is problematic – espe-
cially if propaganda, information, and politicisation are considered
to be of importance. Portwood-Stacer emphasises the communica-
tive motivation of veganism, and its prefigurative potential, which
‘rests on implicit assumptions about the capacity of small-scale ac-
tions to work as theatrical spectacles which publically represent

and behaviour (both within the space itself, and in patterns extending beyond
activities of the space), violence, touching people without their consent, intol-
erance of someone’s religious beliefs or lack thereof, and just straight-up being
creepy, sleazy, racist, ageist, sexist, heterosexist, transphobic, ablebodiest, clas-
sist, sizist, or exhibiting any other behaviour or language that may perpetu-
ate oppression, may be addressed with a safer space policy.’ http://saferspaces-
nyc.wordpress.com/ [accessed 17th April, 2014].

86 http://saferspacesnyc.wordpress.com/ [accessed 17th April, 2014].
87 CrimethInc. ex-Workers’ Collective,Rolling Thunder: an anarchist journal

of dangerous living, number four, Spring 2007, p. 3.
88 A. Gordon, ‘The Authentic Punk: An Ethnography of DiY Music Ethics,’

PhD thesis (Loughborough University), January 2005, p. 270.
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ally speaking, for me, it definitely comes from… an anarchist view-
point, because it was lot of the early bands I listened to… that sort
of got me into that way of thinking, of vegetarianism.’ He contin-
ues, ‘it was definitely started by punk bands’ but thereafter ‘it’s
something I just continued on myself because I realised that my
veganism was more about poverty than actual… rights for animals,
where I realised that like vegetarianism just wasn’t enough… To
be totally honest I think protest politics is kinda flawed but I can
see no other way around like making myself feel OK about my diet.
Like I can’t partake in that, so that includes like ethical eating, like
not just what I’m eating, but where it comes from.’67 Liam’s initial
exposure to animal rights through punk was augmented by his ex-
posure to, and involvement in, anarchist politics, and became part
of an overarching critique of oppression, combining veganismwith
an economic critique.

Punk has a clear politicising role, and many people exposed to
animal rights and veganism continue their activism after ending
their involvement in punk scenes. This suggests that whilst punk
has a politicising role for young activists, working as their first
point of contact with radical activism, it is not regarded as a sig-
nificant end in itself. Former ALF activist Roger Yates argues that
whereas some animal rights activists ‘seemed to have a deep and
informed commitment to anarchism,’ ‘others simply liked the sym-
bolism and anti-authoritarianism involved.’68 For Roger ‘punk mu-
sic and the lyrics were probably more influential than the written
anarchist texts.’ Clearly, punk is significant for radicalising young
anarchists and familiarising them with animal rights arguments,
but this seems to suggest that punk is merely concerned with ‘sym-
bolism’ rather than a ‘deep and informed commitment.’ Contrary to
this, many punks see themselves as involved in ‘a counter culture
that has strong anti-capitalist values’ and believe punk ismore than

67 Interview conducted 06/10/2013.
68 Interview conducted 11/12/2013.
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just a gateway for people to pass through before entering more se-
rious political activism.69

Of course, there is a degree of difficulty in gauging the commit-
ment and reasoning of those who adhere to the norms of any scene
or movement. If a person desires to become a member of a scene,
then they will adopt the norms of that scene. This may be under-
stood as politicisation, and exposure to a valuable culture – but it
may just be, as interview respondent George suggests, that ‘peo-
ple in life just go with the flow, y’know, so, a lot of people in life
go with what their… social group do,’ resulting in empty rhetoric,
‘punks around the time [the ‘80s]… used very political language
while not themselves being committed to the politics.’70 The impor-
tant thing was to belong to ‘the culture.’ Even Oisín, who plays in a
London-based band, and who is vegan, suggests that hard-wrought
political consciousness isn’t always the driving factor:

We’ve played benefits for everything. Half the time we don’t
even know what we’re playing benefits for. The fucking transsex-
ual badgers in fucking Somerset or something like that, y’know.71

This can result in a superficial engagement with a scene’s under-
lying political motivations. George talks about ‘quite conservative
kids who were into way-out music, y’know. And then grew up,
grew out of it.’72 Once their involvement in the scene ends, so too
does their adherence to the norms of that scene. Ex-punks can be-
come ex-vegans, but as Tommy and Roger mentioned above, this
isn’t always the case – many ‘ex-punks’ carry on with meaningful
political engagement after they exit a scene.

It seems overly ambitious to demand that all the members of a
particular community must arrive at a thoroughly considered po-
sition of every issue of their everyday lives. It is true that in the
case of veganism and punk this usually involves a change of diet

69 Interview conducted 19/01/2014.
70 Interview conducted 24/11/2013.
71 Interview conducted 19/10/2013.
72 Interview conducted 24/11/2013.
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if anybody suddenly stops being vegan it’s a big deal. And I think
the same is true as far as political identity. It’s easier to maintain a
very abstract identity like “anarchist” when you have other people
to orient yourself around, other compass points.83

Further, veganism is considered as ‘other’ in mainstream soci-
ety, so adopting this as a normative value helps to site the counter-
culture outside of that cultural hegemony. It is a statement of iden-
tity, and a statement of resistance.

It is clear that this sense of cultural identity and belonging are
important to participants in punk scenes, particularly where vegan
consumption choices are concerned. Phil directly contrasts the role
of this cultural identity with the importance placed on personal
freedom, believing a sense of cohesion to be more important:

I don’t feel like it’s realistic to build a community based on peo-
ple who are all doing and believing different things.There has to be
shared values at least so that people can hang out and co-exist. One
of the shared values could be a belief that exploitation of animals
is wrong. If you go strongly against that value, is there a place for
you in that community? Go off and find somewhere that is more
to your liking, don’t hang around antagonising me. I don’t have a
problem with taking that stance on individualism to be honest.84

It might be expected that this subcultural identity will be de-
fended against normative transgressions (‘policed’). However, the
idea of creating some kind of rule or law by which members of
these scenes should abide directly infringes on the ideas of personal
freedom held by participants in these scenes, and is likely to gen-
erate conflict. Nonetheless, when compared with something like
a safer spaces policy,85 a shared commitment to challenge main-
stream relations to non-human animals appears consistent. Indeed

83 Ibid., p. 88.
84 Interview conducted 19/01/2014.
85 Safer spaces establish ‘guidelines for conditions that are not acceptable

in a space, and action plan(s) for what one will do if those conditions arise, is
part of being proactive in creating a safer space. Issues like hurtful language
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spondent, Mr C, ‘was explicit how his choice to become a vegetar-
ian was both a combination of the need to impress his girlfriend
at the time and his investigation of the anarcho-punk genre…. Mr.
C shows how the level of commitment is both a combination of
peer pressure and the input of the political statements of the gen-
res of punk he was investigating.’80 Interview respondent Megan,
who puts on feminist punk gigs in Brighton, revealed a very sim-
ilar motivation: ‘I’d wanted to go vegan for many years but had
always relied heavily on processed foods so I thought it would be
too difficult, but when I was forced into a position where I had to
learn how to cook [as part of a vegan household] I saw how easy it
would be and then the transition to full veganismwas easy.’81 Laura
Portwood-Stacer, in her investigation into the contemporary anar-
chist movement in the US, identifies the performative and ‘identi-
ficatory motivations’82 in this dynamic. Her interview respondent,
Aaron, describes the importance of subcultural community:

You literally live with other people who call themselves anar-
chists, who have a similar frugal punk-y lifestyle, and you put a lot
of time into creative projects, and into discussions about what it
means to live out your politics etc. You’re in close proximity, and

80 A. Gordon, ‘The Authentic Punk: An Ethnography of DiY Music Ethics,’
PhD thesis (Loughborough University), January 2005, pp. 89, 90 (emphasis added).

81 Interview conducted 17/12/13. Although examples of both male and fe-
male punks adapting their diet to impress or cook for their partners or social cir-
cle are presented here, one should not presume that punks transcend gendered
cultural norms in which cooking, and animal welfare, are seen as women’s issues.
One interviewee highlighted the fact that vegan cooking zines were often made
by female scenesters. Perhaps it is no surprise that anarcha-feminist punks are
likely to adopt veganism. As Peggy Kornegger explains these feminists work to-
gether ‘to expand our empathy and understanding of other living things and to
identify with these entities outside of ourselves, rather than objectifying and ma-
nipulating them’. P. Kornegger, ‘Anarchism: The Feminist Connection’, in. Dark
Star (ed.), Quiet Rumours: An Anarcha-Feminist Reader, (Edinburgh: Dark Star/
AK Press, 2002), p. 30.

82 L. Portwood-Stacer, Lifestyle Politics and Radical Activism, (New York/Lon-
don: Bloomsbury, 2013), p. 41.
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and lifestyle, where one might expect some thought to have gone
into the transition. But adhering to a cultural norm can be played
out as praxis without much hand-wringing reflection. Consider the
myriad behaviours that are culturally specific to contemporary cap-
italism, behaviours that, for many, are simply accepted as ways of
life – as normal. If veganism were to became a normative value
in a mainstream hegemonic society, then people would just be ve-
gan – they might not ever agonise over the ethics of consuming
another living creature, but the suggestion to do so would seem
preposterous. If some people in punk scenes fail to make an ethi-
cal, deep-seated commitment to veganism, but only play it out as
a cultural norm, this does not necessarily undermine the value of
that action entirely. It is also frequently the case that those who
initially stop eating meat for purely cultural reasons later develop
a more considered commitment to animal rights in general. A cul-
tural motivation need not be considered void.

Nor is it the case that all activists who are focused on ‘more rad-
ical’ activism have ceased their engagement with punk culture –
many remain involved. Punk does not just have an initial politicis-
ing effect, it also provides the intellectual and cultural support to
ensure that activists remain politicised, motivated and undefeated.
In Adam’s case ‘the more political stuff probably came through
Conflict. Eh, and I remember getting albums that had contact ad-
dresses for different sorta anarchist groups and organisations.That,
I suppose, was maybe, maybe the first step in terms of looking
at anarchism more politically. Y’know, as opposed to just listen-
ing to music that I liked and I identified with, and I agreed with a
lot of.’73 Jon Active was on the supply-side end of this propagan-
dising relationship: ‘I did [the distro] for the same reason I men-
tioned before basically. I knew that I really wanted to communicate
all that stuff, those ideas, and I wanted to make some money for
the hunt sabs selling the tapes, and I wanted to, y’know get more

73 Interview conducted 28/08/2013.
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people interested in going hunt sabbing… and all the other stuff
which we were doing.’74 Punk commodities, in addition to being
entertainment and offering inspiring invective against any num-
ber of oppressions, actually facilitate engagement in the anarchist
movement by providing opportunities for listeners to get involved.
As Elizabeth Cherry discovered, those involved in punk are more
likely to remain politically active as vegans than those outside punk
who lack the support structures that are entrenched within punk
culture:

…there are both relational and cultural differences in the social
networks of these punk and non-punk vegans. While the punks
found support for veganism in their everyday lives through friends
or music, the non-punks did not have such support, or had support
that did not encourage them to maintain a strict vegan lifestyle.75

Even if participants no longer believe that ‘punk rockers would
be at the vanguard of a peaceful anarcho revolution,’76 they may
remain active partly to encourage those newly interested in the
scene to consider radical environmental and animal rights politics,
and also because punk is a prefigurative example of the society they
wish to see in action - cooperative, non-hierarchical, and interna-
tionalist. Punk has often met the charge of merely preaching to the
converted, of singing about animal issues to those who are already
vegan, but as Kismet HC explain: ‘animal exploitation never goes
away… yet there are new faces emerging into the scene every day
and maybe “this song” will touch them and make them think.’77

74 Interview conducted 19/09/2013.
75 E. Cherry (2006) ‘Veganism as a Cultural Movement: A Relational Ap-

proach’, Social Movement Studies: Journal of Social, Cultural and Political Protest,
5:2, pp. 164-165.

76 Ripping Thrash # 24, A Network of Friends # 3, (undated, c. mid-2000s),
Kismet HC interview, p. 7.

77 Ibid., p. 8.
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Subcultural expectations and Individual Choice

No vegan diet, no vegan powers.

The Vegan Police.78

A picture has emerged of punk scenes as spaces or communities
where veganism is normative, in contrast with mainstream social
situations where veganism is seen as ‘other.’ As a norm, then, there
is a degree of expectation for members of a punk scene to adhere
to a vegan diet. This raises issues of how this norm is upheld or ‘po-
liced’, and also the implications of people ‘going with the flow’ and
adopting a vegan diet without any real deep-seated commitment to
animal rights.This essentially boils down to a tension between sub-
cultural expectations and individual choice, and this tension is felt
particularly sharply in punk because of the importance attached to
personal freedom.

Jack, who grew up in the midlands, but is now involved in
anarcho-syndicalist activism in Glasgow, recalls ‘a big emphasis
on moralism, and a big emphasis on lifestyle [in the 1980s anarcho-
punk scene]. I wouldn’t say lifestylism, but just having an alter-
native lifestyle.’ ‘[A]lmost like developing a new genre of hippie-
punk, right?’79 This points to the sense in which veganism came to
be part of the normative values and lifestyle practices ofmany punk
scenes. These scenes nurture vegan consumption choices and offer
a space for vegans to socialise with other vegans, and have some
reprieve from the stresses of having to remain ever-vigilant in an
animal consuming society. Punk scenes reinforce the vegan norm
through the cultural reproduction of everyday practices (serving
vegan food, beer etc.), and can also (re)inspire the commitment to
this consumption choice. Gordon’s research uncovers the impor-
tance of subcultural community in this regard. His interview re-

78 Scott Pilgrim vs. the World, Edgar Wright (dir.), (2010).
79 Interview conducted 14/08/2013.
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